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Aztec and Maya: chocolate (Age 8-11) 
 
The Maya 

 

The Maya are believed to be the first to discover the cocoa as early as 900 AD. They learned 

that   the beans inside the cocoa pods could be made into a liquid that would become a 

treasured Maya treat. Maya chocolate was very different than the chocolate we know today. 

It was  a liquid made from crushed cocoa beans, chilli peppers, and water. In fact, the  word 

‘chocolate’ is said  to come from the Maya word ‘xocolatl’   which means ‘bitter water’. 

 

The drink was important. In fact, the Maya called it the “food of the gods”. Paintings of cocoa 

pods were painted on the walls of stone temples and artefacts, showing kings and Maya gods 

drinking it. Cocoa was often drunk during religious and  marriage celebrations. All the Maya 

enjoyed it.  Cocoa was the frothy drink of its day. People even thought it was medical. The Mayan would whip up a mix, and 

people would enjoy it in the same way we enjoy coffee today.  

 

The Aztecs 

 

When the Aztecs came  on the scene, coca  quickly became popular.  The demand for the cocoa bean and the beverage that it 

produced brought about a huge network of trade routes through the region. It was part of the economy. 

 

When the Aztecs conquered the Maya, they were forced to pay taxes to the Aztecs. These taxes were called ‘tributes’ and they 

were paid in cocoa. So, Aztecs, who couldn’t grow their own cocoa, would always have a 

supply. By 1400 AD, the Maya power decreased. The Aztecs ruled the highlands of central 

Mexico for from the rainforests of the Maya. Since the Aztecs could not grow their own 

cocoa, they had to trade to get the beans. The Aztecs also had their own word for chocolate: 

chocolatl (cho co LA til),  which was very similar to the Maya word xocolatl.  

 

Cocoa beans were very  valuable. The Aztecs used  them as money, and were  very protective 

of their beans. They paid for food, clothes, taxes, gifts and  offerings to their gods.  Having a 

pocket full of beans was like having a wallet full of cash. As far as the Aztecs were concerned, 

money really did grow on trees.  Unlike the Maya, drinking cocoa was a luxury that few 

Aztecs could afford. Aztecs believed that wisdom and power came from eating the fruit of the 

cocoa tree. The drink was so precious that it was served in golden goblets that were thrown 

away after just one use!  

 

According to legend, Quetzacoatl (ket za koh AH tul), the Aztec god of vegetation, came to 

earth with the cocoa tree and taught humans how to grow cocoa and make a drink out of its 

beans. This made the other gods angry. They threw him out for sharing the secret of the 

drink. When he left, he promised he would return.  

 

Hernan Cortes arrived in the Aztec homeland in 1519, the same year Quetzacoatl promised to 

return. Cortes happened to land at the exact spot from which the Aztec god departed. In his 

armour and gold jewellery, he reminded the Aztecs of their returning god. The Aztec Emperor at that time offered Hernan Cortes 

a cup of cocoa and an entire cocoa plantation! It made Cortes’ conquest of the Aztec empire all the easier.  

 

Cortes did not enjoy the bitter cocoa drink. He found that warming the drink made it taste better and ‘hot chocolate’ was born.  

 

It was not until Cortes returned to Spain in 1528 that the King and Queen took notice. Cortes brought not only the beans but the 

recipe and equipment necessary to make the chocolate beverage. Once cocoa started catching on, Spanish cooks experimented.  
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